A sincere appeal to all faithful and fair-minded brothers and sisters; Upasakas and those ordained.

In the last few days, we have seen the dissemination of several untrue, fabricated and motivated stories that concern our Khangtsen’s Guru Kyabje Dagri Rinpoche. These stories have been spread mainly by followers of Dholgyal who seem to be possessed of the unholy influence of Mara’s forces. These stories have then been picked up by a few other people who are needlessly alarmed and unwittingly, without any investigation and examination of the facts and without considering the truth of the episode in its entirety have in a rather prejudiced manner continued to spread the false stories. Generally speaking, in this period of the rampant five degenerations, it would be rather futile to respond individually to all those deliberately disparaging and deprecating a holy being. However, realising that it is necessary to calm the anxiety of the faithful disciples and impartial enquirers who are unfortunately not equipped with knowledge of the facts, Kyabje Dagri Rinpoche has already issued a fitting and confidence-inspiring clarification. We feel that this clarification needs no further enhancement and we appeal to all people connected with the Khangtsen and to all the faithful disciples of Kyabje Dagri Rinpoche not to worry and not to be stressed about this situation. Instead, as Rinpoche has suggested in his clarification, we request you to consider this as a moment to practice patience and to remain firm and steadfast. This is Rinpoche’s sole wish and intent at this moment.
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